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Abstract
This paper describes the hybrid unit selection strategy for re-
stricted domain synthesis in the SmartKom dialog system. Re-
stricted domains are characterized as being biased toward do-
main specific utterances while being unlimited in terms of vo-
cabulary size. This entails that unit selection in restricted do-
mains must deal with both domain specific and open-domain
material. The strategy presented here combines the advan-
tages of two existing unit selection approaches, motivated by
the claim that the phonological structure matching approach
is advantageous for domain specific parts of utterances, while
the acoustic clustering algorithm is more appropriate for open-
domain material. This dichotomy is also reflected in the speech
database, which consists of a domain specific and an open-
domain part. The text material for the open-domain part was
constructed to optimize coverage of diphones and phonemes in
different contexts.

1. Introduction
This paper describes the unit selection strategy in the German
SmartKom project [1]. SmartKom is a multi-modal concept-
to-speech dialog system which can handle requests in several
domains. Information is presented graphically and acoustically
by a life-like artificial character. The domains comprise cinema
information, an electronic programming guide (EPG) accessing
the TV program, tourist information, route planning, telephony
and address book management. This scenario poses several re-
quirements to the synthesis module, two of which will be dis-
cussed here. First, the domains are restricted but not limited.
Utterances are generated from a number of lexicalized partial
syntactic trees [2] but open slots are filled with names, proper
nouns, movie titles etc. from dynamic external and internal
databases, i.e., the vocabulary is unlimited, although it is biased
toward domain specific material. Second, movie titles from the
cinema and EPG domain involve extraordinarily many foreign
words and necessitate the extension of the German phoneme
inventory with English and French phonemes.

Addressing the issue of restricted domains, the predom-
inance of domain specific material calls for a unit selection
approach with a domain specific database to ensure optimal
quality for frequent phrases. However, since the vocabulary
is theoretically unlimited, domain independent material must
be taken into account as well. This is especially important be-
cause the vocabulary shows typical LNRE (Large Number of
Rare Events) characteristics: although each infrequent word on
its own is very unlikely to occur, the probability of having an
arbitrary infrequent word in an utterance is very high.

Domain specific and domain independent material pose dif-
ferent requirements to the unit selection strategy. Domain spe-
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hrases may often be found in their entirety in the database.
s case, it may be unnecessary to even consider candidates
up of smaller non-coherent units. Domain independent
ial, on the other hand, will usually have to be concatenated
much smaller units, such as single segments, demanding a
lly designed database with optimal coverage and a selec-

lgorithm that can handle larger amounts of possible candi-
. Therefore, a hybrid approach was implemented combin-
o existing strategies. It is described in section 2.
egarding the extended phoneme inventory, English and
h phonemes were mapped to their German counterparts or
ilar German phonemes if possible. The remaining Eng-

nd French phonemes had already been included in a previ-
recorded diphone database. For several reasons, the for-
honemes could not be systematically covered in the unit
ion corpus, requiring the existing diphone database to be
as an additional database for unit selection if necessary.
details on the construction of the unit selection corpus are

nted in section 3.

2. Unit selection strategy
nt unit selection approaches mostly use segments [3, 4, 5]
-segmental units such as half-phones [6, 7] or demiphones
the basic unit. For each unit in the target utterance, several
dates are selected from the speech database according to
ia such as segment identity, segmental and linguistic con-
For each candidate, its target cost expresses how well it
es the specification of the target unit. For each pair of

dates, their concatenation cost measures the acoustic dis-
n that their concatenation would cause. Then the sequence
didates is chosen which simultaneously minimizes target

oncatenation costs. Since there is no distortion for orig-
adjacent units, longer stretches of successive units are

ed over single non-adjacent units, reducing the number of
tenation points and rendering a more natural voice quality.
ill call this a bottom-up approach because, starting from
gment level, the selection of complete syllables, words or
es arises indirectly as a consequence of the lower concate-

costs for adjacent segments.
uch an approach faces two challenges. First, target costs
oncatenation costs must be carefully balanced. Second, for
ent units the candidate sets can be very large, and the num-
f possible sequences of candidates grows exponentially
the number of candidates. For performance reasons, the
date sets must be reduced, at the risk of excluding origi-
adjacent candidates.
ne way to achieve the reduction of unit candidate sets is
ustically cluster the units in an off-line procedure and to

ct the candidate set to the units of the appropriate cluster



[4]. We will refer to this as the acoustic clustering (AC) ap-
proach. The idea is to cluster all units in the database according
to their linguistic properties in such a way that the acoustic sim-
ilarity of units within the same cluster is maximized. In other
words, the linguistic properties that divide the units into acous-
tically similar clusters are those properties that apparently have
the strongest influence on the acoustic realization of the units in
the cluster. During synthesis, the linguistic context determines
the pertinent cluster. All other units are ignored, reducing the
number of candidates. Another advantage is the fact that this
approach avoids specification of concrete acoustic properties of
the target unit. Instead, the properties are implicit in the choice
of the cluster depending on the linguistic context.

Some approaches [9, 10] use a different strategy. Candi-
dates are searched top-down on different levels of the linguistic
representation of the target utterance. If no candidates are found
on one level, the search continues on the next lower level. If ap-
propriate candidates are found, lower levels are ignored for the
part of the utterance that is covered by the candidates. For the
phonological structure matching (PSM) algorithm [9], candi-
dates can correspond to various nodes of the metrical tree for
an utterance, ranging from phrase to segment level, while [10]
uses only the word and segment levels. Both approaches are de-
signed for limited domains and benefit from the fact that most
longer units are represented in the database. The advantage of
such a top-down approach is that it favors the selection of these
longer units in a straightforward way. If candidates are found
on levels higher than the segment level, this strategy can be
faster than the bottom-up approaches because there are longer
and therefore fewer unit candidates. Still, particularly on the
segment level, candidate sets may be very large.

The LNRE characteristics of the SmartKom vocabulary
with a limited number of very frequent domain specific words
and a large number of very infrequent words originating from
dynamic databases suggested a hybrid strategy that integrates
the two approaches described above. The PSM strategy is ex-
pected to ensure high-quality synthesis for frequent material by
directly selecting entire words or phrases from the database.
If no matching candidates are found above the segment level,
which will typically be the case for domain independent mate-
rial, the AC approach serves to reduce the amount of candidate
units.

Our implementation of the PSM algorithm differs from the
original implementation [9] in some aspects. First, the original
algorithm requires candidates to match the target specification
with respect to tree structure and segment identities, but they
may differ in stress patterns or intonation, phonetic or phrasal
context, at the expense of a higher unit “score” (0 being the
optimal score). This reflects the view that a prosodically sub-
optimal but coherent candidate is better than the concatenation
of smaller non-coherent units from prosodically more appropri-
ate contexts. We kept the matching condition more flexible by
more generally defining two sets of features for each level in
the linguistic hierarchy. Primary features are features in which
candidates have to match the target specification (in addition
to having the same structure), while they may differ in terms
of secondary features. Mismatch of secondary features causes
higher target costs, just as the mismatch of prosodic features
increased the unit score in the original algorithm.

An example for a target specification including primary and
secondary features is given in figure 1. The relevant linguistic
levels are (from top to bottom) the phrase, word, syllable, and
segment level. On the phrase, word and syllable level, the pri-
mary features include phonetic transcription and stress as well
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e 1: Target specification for (parts of) an utterance (The
a theater shows “The Man Without A Past”). The linguis-
vels are (from top to bottom) the phrase, word, syllable,
egment level. Values of the features are annotated on each

Labels printed in large font correspond to primary fea-
secondary feature values are indicated by the smaller font
For simplicity, the units on the phrase and word level are
sented by their orthographic transcription instead of pho-
symbols.

rase, word and syllable boundaries. The secondary fea-
differ on each level. Currently, there are no secondary fea-
on the phrase level; on the word level, pitch accent type
g vs. rising) and boundary tone (low vs. high), position
word in the phrase (initial, medial or final for phrases con-
g more than one word, or single for phrases containing a
word) and position of the word in the sentence (initial,

l, final or single) are considered. Agreement on these fea-
is also required on the syllable level, with the addition of
sition of the syllable in the word (initial, medial, final or
).
nother, more important, difference to the original PSM al-
m is that candidate sets can optionally be reduced if their
xceeds a certain threshold. In this case, the candidate set
red stepwise for each secondary feature, excluding candi-
that do not agree on the respective feature, until the size
candidate set is below the threshold. However, the PSM

h is not performed below the syllable level because the ini-
ndidate sets would be too large. Instead, the AC algorithm
kes over on the segment level, adding candidates for those
of the target utterance that have not been covered yet.
s for the final selection of the optimal sequence of units,
date units found by either search strategy are treated the
, i.e., they are subject to the same selection procedure.

longer units are treated just as shorter units in that the
al sequence of candidates is determined by a Viterbi algo-
simultaneously minimizing concatenation costs and target
Concatenation costs for two longer units are the concate-
costs for the two segments on either side of the concate-
point.

3. Text material design and corpus
preparation

equirements for the contents of the database are again dif-
t for domain specific vs. domain independent material. For

ited amount of domain specific material, it is conceivable
lude typical words in several different contexts or even to
t identical contexts. In contrast, for the open-domain part a



good coverage of the database in terms of diphones in different
contexts is essential, as emphasized by [11, 12].

We followed [11] in applying a greedy algorithm to select
from a large text corpus a set of utterances which maximizes
coverage of units. The procedure was as follows. First, the
prosody prediction component of the IMS German Festival text-
to-speech system [13, 14] was used to determine for each sen-
tence in a German newspaper corpus of 170 000 sentences the
phone sequences as well as the prosodic properties. We built a
vector for each segment including (i) its phonemic identity, (ii)
its position in the syllable (onset or rhyme), (iii) presence or ab-
sence of syllabic stress on the corresponding syllable, (iv) type
or absence of pitch accent on the syllable, (v) type or absence
of boundary tone on the syllable, (vi) position of the syllable
in the phrase (initial, medial and final) and (vii) word class of
the related word (function word or content word). Thus, we ob-
tained a sequence of vectors for each sentence. Note that these
prosodic properties partly correspond to the primary features
used for the selection of units (cf. section 2). Additionally, we
determined the diphone sequence for each sentence. Sentences
were then selected successively by the greedy algorithm accord-
ing to the number of both new vectors and new diphone types
that they covered. For German diphone types that did not occur
at all, we constructed sentences that would contain them, added
these sentences to the corpus, and repeated the selection pro-
cess. This ensured that at least full diphone coverage could be
obtained, and at the same time the number of phoneme/context
vector types was increased.

We faced several difficulties with this procedure. For in-
stance, the automatic transcriptions of the sentences contained
many errors, which were caused by the high proportion of
words or expressions not contained in the lexicon. These in-
cluded German compound nouns, unknown abbreviations, and
foreign words, mostly English. The latter constituted a major
problem because we had no means to recognize them as for-
eign, therefore automatically applying German letter-to-sound
rules to them. Apart from the incorrectness of the resulting
transcriptions, this also prevented systematic coverage of Eng-
lish phonemes. Instead we had to rely on the domain specific
part with its many English movie titles for an appropriate cover-
age of these phonemes, and on the existing diphone database as
a backup. Another challenge was that incorrect transcriptions
often involved unusual phoneme combinations and the corre-
sponding sentences were all the more prone to be selected by
the greedy algorithm. To alleviate this problem, we excluded
obvious transcription errors prior to selection partly automati-
cally and partly manually, leaving approximately 100 000 sen-
tences for the algorithm to choose from.

The statistics of the selected subset of sentences is as fol-
lows. We truncated the list of selected sentences at 1557, which
was the minimal set of sentences predicted to cover the com-
plete set of 2377 mostly German diphone types as well as
2731 out of 2932 phoneme/context vectors in the corpus alto-
gether. The most frequent vector in our sub-corpus occurred
2287 times, representing the segment /@/ in a content word in
phrase medial position with no pitch accent and no boundary
tone. Other phonotactically possible but very unlikely vectors
did not occur at all, such as the segment /9/ in a stressed syl-
lable of a function word in phrase-final position without pitch
accent but a high boundary tone. We did not manually construct
sentences for the missing vector types.

We added 2643 SmartKom specific words and sentences to
the domain independent corpus. They included excerpts from
demo dialogs, but also domain typical slot fillers such as peo-
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many of them in English, constituted the largest group of
in specific material, partly to make up for the omission of
sh phones in the systematic design of the text material.
he speech database was recorded using the same profes-
l speaker as for the diphone voice and amounts to about
inutes of speech. The automatically generated transcrip-
were manually corrected according to what the speaker
aid together with the corresponding orthographic nota-
The latter was necessary because acronyms, abbrevia-

and numbers had often been incorrectly expanded. The
corrected transcriptions were then used for sentence-wise
d alignment of the speech signal on the segment, syllable
ord level. The orthographic notations were used to correct
redicted prosodic contexts. We automatically predicted
accents and boundary tones and generated label files for

he corrected version of the database contains 2488 di-
types. 277 of the 2377 originally predicted types were

alized in the database mostly because of incorrect pre-
ns; instead, 388 additional types occurred. Similarly,
atabase had been predicted to cover 2731 out of 2932
me/context vector types from the complete text corpus.
f them were not realized in the recorded database, while
ew ones occurred, which yields 2835 types. Of these new
r types, only 10 belong to the 201 vectors that had been in
mplete text corpus but not in the subset selected for the

dings.

4. Results and discussion
ugh we have not carried out a formal evaluation yet, it is
nt that the subjective quality of the unit selection voice by
ceeds the quality of the diphone voice. Preliminary tests
31 distinct utterances from realistic test runs with the di-
system confirm that our algorithm succeeds in selecting
ely long sequences of successive units: candidate units
by our PSM implementation had a mean length of 5.5

ents, with a maximum of 46 segments, for the phrase Herz-
illkommen beim SmartKom-Informationssystem (“Wel-
to the SmartKom information system”), which is part

e introductory system turn. After concatenation, the
length of coherent sequences was 6.0 segments. Au-

les for these 31 synthesized utterances can be found at
/www.ims.uni-stuttgart.de/phonetik/unitselection. A for-
valuation of the unit selection voice is about to be prepared
time of writing this paper. Before performing this evalua-

the segment labels and the prosodic labels in the database
e manually corrected to ensure that synthesis quality is not
ed by label errors.
n open issue concerns the primary and secondary features

e PSM candidate search. It has not been finally decided yet
features should be primary features, in which the candi-

must exactly match the target specification. Using few
ry features causes more candidates to be found, but, on
her hand, will entail that the search for candidates is not
ued on lower levels of the linguistic representation. We
st that systematic variation of primary and secondary fea-
and the evaluation of the respective results is a sensible
dure for finding the optimal demarcation between primary
econdary features. Related to this issue, the question arises
er the secondary features should be weighted individually
determining the target costs. Individual weights could be
by systematic variation as well.



Regarding the database design, more than 90 per cent of the
diphone types were covered as expected, and many new types
involving foreign phonemes were added. As for the coverage of
phoneme/context vectors, the situation is more complex. Com-
binatorially, 19 440 phoneme/context vector types are possible.
We estimate that not more than 4600 are theoretically possi-
ble because the context properties are not independent. For
instance, boundary tones only occur on phrase-final syllables.
Some consonants are phonotactically not allowed in syllable
onsets, others not in the rhyme, and vowels are in the rhyme
per definition. Also, pitch accents are always realized on syl-
lables with syllabic stress, and function words usually have no
pitch accent. However, only approximately 60 per cent of these
4600 types were covered even with a careful database design.
One reason for this is that some of these types are so rare that
they do not occur even in large copora. Apart from that, cover-
age of phoneme/context vectors was problematic because many
of the predicted vectors were incorrect. This was partly due to
foreign language material in the text corpus which could not be
adequately dealt with using the monolingual German lexicon;
also, unknown words, mostly compounds, abbreviations and
acronyms, had often been predicted incorrectly. We expect that
the prediction of context vectors can be significantly improved
if foreign material is reliably marked as such in a preprocess-
ing step. However, the prosodic contexts are difficult to predict,
and often several alternative realizations are possible. Giving
the speaker additional directions concerning intended prosodic
realizations may add too much load in supervising the record-
ings and moreover could result in unnatural realizations.

5. Conclusion
We have presented a hybrid approach for unit selection synthe-
sis in restricted domains. Restricted domains are characterized
as being biased toward domain specific material, while being
unlimited in that they involve a substantial amount of open-
domain material. We have argued that both kinds of material
pose different requirements to the selection strategy and to the
speech database. Regarding the selection strategy, two exist-
ing approaches, viz. the phonological structure matching and
the acoustical clustering approach, have been integrated to deal
with both kinds of material in a uniform way. As for the speech
database, we have proposed to combine domain specific ma-
terial with a carefully constructed open-domain database that
was optimized with respect to coverage of diphone types and
phonemes in different prosodic contexts. We have presented
details on the corpus construction process and on our imple-
mentation of the selection algorithm. Preliminary results show
that the synthesis quality by far exceeds the quality of the exist-
ing diphone voice of the same speaker, particularly with respect
to naturalness and voice quality.
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